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It has been recently demonstrated that the magnetic state of FeRh can be controlled by electric
fields in FeRh/BaTiO3 heterostructures [R.O. Cherifi et al. Nature Mater. 13, 345 (2014)]. Voltage-
controlled changes in the ferroelastic domain structure of BaTiO3 appeared to drive this effect, with
charge accumulation and depletion due to ferroelectricity playing a more elusive role. To make
this electric-field control of magnetic order non-volatile, the contribution of ferroelectric field-effect
must be further enhanced, which requires understanding the details of the interface between FeRh
and BaTiO3. Here we report on the atomic structure and electron screening at this interface
through density functional theory simulations. We relate different screening capabilities for the
antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic states of FeRh to different density of states at the Fermi level
of corresponding bulk structures. We predict that the stability of the ferroelectric state in adjacent
very thin BaTiO3 films will be affected by magnetic order in FeRh. This control of ferroelectricity by
magnetism can be viewed as the reciprocal effect of the voltage-controlled magnetic order previously
found for this system.
I. INTRODUCTION
The equilibrium ordered bcc B2 FeRh alloy ex-
hibits a first-order antiferromagnetic (AFM) to ferro-
magnetic (FM) phase transition slightly above room
temperature.1,2 Recent achievements in the preparation
of ordered alloy thin films combined with their poten-
tial technological applications (heat assisted magnetic
recording or microelectromechanical devices, etc.) have
stimulated a renewed interest for this material.3–13 Ex-
perimentally it has been shown that in thin films the
AFM to FM transition is highly sensitive to the film
thickness and composition, heat treatment, magnetic
field, pressure, etc.14–22
The capability to electrically switch the magnetic state
of FeRh at a limited energy cost makes this material
of the highest interest for potential spintronic applica-
tions. Very recently it has been demonstrated that in
FeRh/BaTiO3 heterostructures a moderate electric field
changing the BaTiO3 ferroelastic state can produce a gi-
ant magnetization variation resulting from an AFM to
a FM first order transition in the FeRh slab.23 The ef-
fect occurs just above room temperature and it is mostly
driven by voltage-induced strain from the BaTiO3 sub-
strate transfered to the FeRh. This effect appears to
affect the FeRh film, but it has been suggested that an
additional contribution to the magnetic phase transition
may arise from more local interface effects due to charge
accumulation and depletion.23
To make the voltage-induced change in the magnetic
order non-volatile, such electronic effects must be made
dominant over strain effects, which requires a detailed un-
derstanding of the subtle interplay between magnetism
and the local electronic structure at the FeRh/BaTiO3
interface. This is also especially important for future tun-
neling devices based on ferroelectric barriers and meta-
magnetic compounds such as FeRh as electrode. A com-
mon difficulty encountered while working with ferroelec-
tric tunnel junctions is the preservation of ferroelectric-
ity at the very low thickness of a tunnel barrier.24,25 Such
constrain was not present in Ref.23 where FeRh films were
grown onto BaTiO3 substrate. An accurate description
of the atomic structure of multiferroic thin film interfaces
combined to an analysis of local electronic structure and
screening at the metal electrodes is thus required to op-
timize their design.
In the present work we report the local electronic struc-
ture and electron screening at FeRh/BaTiO3 interfaces
obtained through density functional theory simulations.
We show that different density of states at the Fermi level
of bulk structures yield different screening capabilities for
the AFM and FM phases. This effect is then related to
the the critical thickness of the metal electrodes in order
to stabilize the ferroelectric polarization.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Spin-polarized density functional calculations were
performed under the local density approximation
as implemented in the AIMPRO code.26,27 Rela-
tivistic pseudo-potentials were generated using the
Hartwingster-Goedecker-Hutter scheme.28 As basis sets,
50 independent Gaussian functions were used for iron and
rhodium, 40 for titanium and oxygen and 20 for barium
atoms. All atoms in a supercell were optimized using a
conjugate gradient scheme, starting from the ferromag-
netic or, alternatively, from the antiferromagnetic con-
figuration in the FeRh slab, until the forces become less
than 10−4eV/A˚. Electronic structure convergence was
ensured for each supercell by using a 9 × 9 × 1 k points
mesh generated from a Monkhorst-Pack set sampling of
the Brillouin zone29 and constraining the energy differ-
ence in the self-consistent cycle to be below 10−7 Hartree.
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Figure 1. Atomic model of the FeRh/BaTiO3 interface with
(a) Fe interface plane and (b) FeO2 interface plane.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Atomic models have been built in a supercell ap-
proach considering 4.5 or 6.5 unit cells for the
metal slabs and 5.5, 7.5 or 11.5 unit cells for the
perovskite slab, following the epitaxial relationship
(001)FeRh‖(001)BaTiO3:[100]FeRh‖[110]BaTiO3. We
considered FeRh slabs terminated by both Fe– or FeO2–
planes at the interface with BaTiO3 (note, that an
FeO2-type termination was found for the Fe/BaTiO3
interface30). In the Fe– terminated structure, metal
atoms are located on top of the oxygen atoms of the
perovskite surface (Fig. 1.a). From this configuration,
the FeO2– terminated structure can be obtained by sub-
stituting in the –TiO2 interfacial plane Ti by Fe leading
to a further iron enrichment (Fig. 1.b). The two in-
terfaces within the supercell have the same composition
but different orientations with respect to the ferroelec-
tric polarization, towards (Pup) or away from the inter-
face (Pdown). In our simulations the FeRh in-plane cell
parameter31 was constrained to that of BaTiO3 (in our
model 3.95A˚, obtained from bulk cell optimization) while
the supercell out-of-plane parameter was free to relax.
For the bulk FeRh structure, imposing epitaxy on the
BaTiO3 substrate, one leads to a tetragonal phase with
the atomic and magnetic ordering of the FeRh alloy pre-
served, and a c/a ratio of 1.15 for the AFM phase and
1.16 for the FM phase. These values differ from those of
the bulk bcc B2 phase but are very close to the experi-
mental c/a ratio of the L10 phase.
32,33
Similarly to what was observed for the cubic phase un-
der hydrostatic compression,34,35 lattice distortions due
to strain lead to only a slight decrease of the magnetiza-
tion at the cubic to tetragonal phase transition. In the bcc
B2 structure, magnetic moments on the Fe and Rh atoms
are respectively 3.21 and 0.00 µB in the AFM phase and
3.29 and 0.94 µB in FM phase, consistent with previous
first-principles simulations.34–36 In the tetragonal struc-
ture promoted by the BaTiO3 substrate we obtain for Fe
and Rh atoms 3.07 µB and 0.0 µB in the AFM phase
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Figure 2. Spin resolved Fe 3d and Rh 4d partial densities of
states for AFM and FM FeRh in cubic (top) and tetragonal
(bottom) phases. Fermi level is set at zero.
and 3.16 µB and 0.71 µB in the FM phase. This trend is
consistent with experimental findings on somewhat lower
magnetization in the tetragonal FeRh phase as compared
to the cubic one.37
We first discuss the stability of ferroelectricity in
BaTiO3 in the FeRh/BaTiO3 system with Fe– plane ter-
mination as a function of metal electrode thickness. It
is well known that in ultrathin ferroelectric films strong
depolarizing fields tend to suppress ferroelectricity and
drive the system into a paraelectric state. For instance, it
has been calculated that the critical thickness for BaTiO3
is 7 unit cells when interfaced with SrRuO3.
24 However,
this result can not be generalized to different heterostruc-
tures since critical thicknesses are affected by the specific
screening lengths of the chosen metal electrodes. Fur-
thermore, the thickness of the metal is seldom discussed
as an additional parameter influencing the ferroelectric
stability, while it can have a strong influence for very
thin electrodes.
For FeRh electrodes, FM or AFM states should be con-
sidered as separated cases due to their different electronic
properties that can be further modified by the tetragonal
distortions imposed by BaTiO3. Looking at the spin re-
solved partial densities of states (PDOS) projected at Fe
and Rh sites (Fig. 2), the AFM FeRh in the cubic phase
has a low density of states at the Fermi level which is only
slightly increased when the system becomes tetragonal.
The cubic FM FeRh has a high density of minority spins
at the Fermi level with a spin polarization that is reduced
in the tetragonal structure. The overall lower density of
states at the Fermi level for AFM FeRh compared to
FM FeRh is preserved both in the cubic and tetragonal
phases. In both crystal structures, the density of states
at the Fermi level is thus very different for the AFM
and FM phases, consistent with experimental findings.7,8
FeRh thus has a different capability for charge accumu-
lation or depletion depending on its magnetic state. As
3a consequence, higher screening lengths and thus higher
depolarization fields are expected at AFM FeRh inter-
faces in contrast to FM FeRh interfaces.
In Fig. 3 we present the amplitude of the Ti-O dis-
placements at TiO2 planes (whose values are related to
the ferroelectric polarization) as a function of the BaTiO3
and FeRh slabs thicknesses for FM and AFM magnetic
states. In a previous study, the critical thickness for
BaTiO3 slabs has been evaluated in about 18 A˚ (4.5 unit
cells) for 13 A˚ thick Fe electrodes (9 Fe planes).38 Us-
ing similar ferroelectric and metal slabs thicknesses for
the FeRh case, we find that Ti-O displacements in the
middle section of the BaTiO3 slab approach the bulk
value (0.12 A˚) only when the FeRh electrode is in the
FM magnetic state. A low rumpling and a loss of polar-
ization (corresponding to about the half of the bulk dis-
placements) is instead associated to the FeRh AFM mag-
netic state. This effect occurs even for thicker BaTiO3
slabs (30 A˚ and 40 A˚) for which depolarizing fields are
lower. The critical thickness of BaTiO3 to preserve the
ferroelectricity should occur above 40 A˚ for AFM FeRh
electrodes while it is less then 20 A˚ for FM FeRh elec-
trodes. In other words, the ferroelectric polarization of
a BaTiO3 film with a thickness between 20 and 40 A˚
can be controlled by switching the magnetic state of the
adjacent thin FeRh slab. This behavior can be viewed
as a reciprocal effect of the voltage controlled magnetic
order observed for such heterostructures.23 Finally, for
all structures considered we observe a higher rumpling
of the polarization at the Pup interface compared to the
Pdown interface.
The low Ti-O displacements observed for AFM FeRh
interfaces are a consequence of the strong residual de-
polarizing fields due to incomplete charge screening. We
evaluate charges for bulk and interface structures through
a Mulliken population analysis (Tab. I and Fig. 4). In
bulk FeRh we obtain a charge transfer of +0.71 e from
Rh to Fe for the AFM and +0.69 e for the FM magnetic
configurations (Tab. I). Considering the BaTiO3 slab in
the paraelectric state (mirror symmetry imposed), iron
is further positively charged at the interface due to its
partial oxidation. For the BaTiO3 ferroelectric state, the
polarization screening variates the charge state at the
Pup and Pdown interfaces. For the Pup interface a higher
electron accumulation at the first Fe plane occurs for FM
FeRh compared to AFM FeRh (Tab. I).
Besides the first interfacial Fe plane, in Fig.4 we repre-
sent the difference of charge with respect to bulk charge
states for the whole heterostructures. In the case of FM
FeRh the carrier density is high enough to provide a
screening length of the order of only a few surface metal
layers (Fig. 4). For AFM FeRh, which is a worst metal
as we discussed above, this length increases significantly
and for thin metal layers it becomes of the same order of
magnitude as the electrode thickness. A way to reduce
the critical thickness for the ferroelectric can be achieved
through a better screening by increasing the metal thick-
ness. This explains the different critical thicknesses ob-
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Figure 3. Displacements of Ti atoms related to the O atoms at
TiO2–planes for heterostructures with different FM and AFM
FeRh and BaTiO3 thicknesses (red curves). The thicknesses
of ferrolectric and metallic slabs are marked by rectangles.
The arrow shows the direction of the polarization in the fer-
roelectric slab.
served for the two magnetic phases (Figure 3).
We should consider also that the ferroelectric polar-
ization in the presence of AFM FeRh slabs promotes a
local transition to the FM phase solely of the first inter-
facial unit cell. Whereas bulk FM FeRh is 93 meV higher
in energy than AFM FeRh, we find that this local mag-
Table I. Fe charge in bulk FeRh and charge difference from
the bulk charge for Fe atoms at the first atomic plane of the
FeRh/BaTiO3 interface.
Fe charge reference (e/atom)
FM AFM
Bulk FeRh 0.71 0.69
Fe ∆charge at the interface plane (e/atom)
FM AFM
BaTiO3, paraelectric 0.16 0.16
BaTiO3, Pup interface 0.11 0.13
BaTiO3, Pdown interface 0.17 0.17
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Figure 4. Differential charge distribution for the FM (top) and AFM (bottom) FeRh/BaTiO3 heterostructures. Charges are
calculated as the difference between the induced charges at the interfaces and their bulk counterparts; the polarization direction
is indicated by the arrow.
netic switch at the Pup interface lead to an energy gain
of 100 meV per interface unit cell. Nevertheless, this
more complex magnetic state does not affect trends in
ferroelectric polarizations discussed above. However, the
application of an electric field or the use of a ferroelectric
with a higher polarization should promote this interfa-
cial AFM to FM transition in a bigger volume close to
the interface. This can have important consequences for
spin-dependent transport in multiferroic tunnel junctions
based on FeRh.
Finally, we comment on screening effects in the pres-
ence of a FeRh oxidized interface i.e. with a FeO2– inter-
facial plane. Charges in this last plane contribute also to
the screening. In the above considered unoxidized case,
there is a charge accumulation of -0.71 e for Pdown and
-0.82 e for Pup at the terminal TiO2– plane (Fig. 4).
In the oxidized case, the FeO2– plane has a ferromag-
netic order and the charge state is -0.91 e at the Pdown
interface and -1.05 e at the Pup interface, which results
in an enhanced screening. Thus, charge accumulation at
the successive FeRh planes is reduced and in this case
the system in the AFM state is not further stabilized by
switching the first unit cell to the FM state.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, via density functional theory simulations
we have provided insights on the role of the electrode
magnetic state in stabilizing the ferroelectric polariza-
tion for the FeRh/BaTiO3 system. In particular, we have
shown that screening is higher for FM FeRh than AFM
FeRh. This behavior is in agreement with the differences
on the near Fermi energy density of states of the two mag-
netic phases observed in both cubic and tetragonal bulk
lattices: AFM FeRh can be described as a worst metal
than FM FeRh. For thin FeRh/BaTiO3 heterostructures
the thicknesses of both the ferroelectric and ferromag-
netic layers contribute to the stability of the ferroelectric
phase. Indeed at a given ferroelectric thickness, associ-
ated with a specific depolarizing field, it is possible to
define a critical thickness of the ferromagnetic electrode
below which the screening is incomplete. The different
screening capabilities of the FM FeRh and AFM FeRh
phases lead then to different critical thicknesses.
In a previous work23 we presented experimental evi-
dences for a control of the FeRh magnetic state in the
FeRh/BaTiO3 heterostructure through the BaTiO3 fer-
roelectric polarization. The theoretical results presented
here suggest a mechanism where the switch between mag-
netic states of a thin FeRh electrode would lead to com-
plete or uncomplete screening and thus to changes in the
ferroelectric polarization (and possibly Curie tempera-
ture) of the BaTiO3. This mechanism should be general,
which suggests that changes in the ferroelectric proper-
ties should occur in heterostructures combining a fer-
roelectric with a material hosting phases with different
densities of states. Such systems are ubiquitous in the
perovskite family (for instance manganites or nickelates
with sharp metal-insulator transitions39–41) that could
be easily combined with BaTiO3 or other ferroelectrics.
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